Introducing

THE FABULOUS 5

NEW FOR 2017

ACCLAIM
contemporary european styling with subtle detailing

• Great addition for conference room or executive application
• New polished arm style with upholstered caps
• Many standard arm options also available
• Weight balance or synchro control
• Synchro with independent back angle adjustment available
• Standard black nylon high profile base
• Choice of W1, Y2 or Y5 controls
• Rated for 300 lbs.

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2017!

Core
contemporary lines for your workspace

• Stylish durable poly outer back
• Ratchet height adjustable back
• Weight balanced knee tilt or Synchro control
• Durable hubless casters
• Optional seat slider
• Fixed or adjustable t-arms
• Black or gray accent colors
• Molded foam back over mesh suspension
• Choice of W1, K2 or Y5 controls
• Warranted up to 300 lbs

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2017!

Model 2260-GT

STARTING AT
$495

Model 2780

$495

STARTING AT

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2017!

Available with Y5 Control in April 2017
DIDDY
Dazzle your conference space
- Classic styling to impact conference space
- Adjustable Tilt Tension Control
- Chrome wraparound arms
- Polished high profile base
- Warranted up to 250 lbs

Available January 2017!

SOPHIE
Ultimate comfort in a complete line of area seating
- Lounge, guest, patient, bench, hip chairs and bariatric
- Thick molded foam seat and back
- Robust design for the most rigorous public areas
- Removable seat and back cover
- Gray or black arm caps
- 6 powder coat frame colors
- Non-marring adjustable feet
- 8 table models with 5 laminate color choices

Available January 2017!

ZOOM
Rapid setup for a crew or a crowd
- The ultimate in collaborative seating
- Compact nesting style with mesh back
- Torsion spring flex back with back lock
- Choice of plastic or upholstered seat
- 2 powder coated frame finishes
- Warranted up to 250 lbs

Available April 2017!

Task chair available with B2 Control.